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Note: This is the bound book only and does not include access to the Enhanced Pearson eText. To order the Enhanced
Pearson eText packaged with a bound book, use ISBN 013338621X. The new Sixteenth Edition of this classic text
presents a broad introduction to the foundations of education through discussion of theory and practice in such areas as
advocacy; legislation; and the current social, political, and economic climate. In it, teachers gain a realistic perspective
and approach to their work. Current, thoughtful, and completely up-to-date, Foundations of American Education presents
a comprehensive look at the fast-paced world of information and the underlying constructs influencing today's schools.
The book includes comprehensive coverage of recent trends and issues in schools, the emergence of Common Core
State Standards, RTI, and the continuing emphasis on assessment. The Enhanced Pearson eText features embedded
video. Improve mastery and retention with the Enhanced Pearson eText* The Enhanced Pearson eText provides a rich,
interactive learning environment designed to improve student mastery of content. The Enhanced Pearson eText is:
Engaging. The new interactive, multimedia learning features were developed by the authors and other subject-matter
experts to deepen and enrich the learning experience. Convenient. Enjoy instant online access from your computer or
download the Pearson eText App to read on or offline on your iPad and Android tablet.* Affordable. The Enhanced
Pearson eText may be purchased stand-alone or with a loose-leaf version of the text for 40-65% less than a print bound
book. * The Enhanced eText features are only available in the Pearson eText format. They are not available in third-party
eTexts or downloads. *The Pearson eText App is available on Google Play and in the App Store. It requires Android OS
3.1-4, a 7" or 10" tablet, or iPad iOS 5.0 or later.
This highly acclaimed book helps future teachers understand the issues of multiculturalism and teaches them how to
apply multicultural teaching methods to create more effective classroom instruction. Looking at the classroom through a
non-biased, non-sexist scope, this book provides specific recommendations to reach all children with equal and effective
methods. The updates in this edition reflect the continually-changing face of today's classrooms, expected to be 30%
culturally diverse by the end of this century.
Turn challenges into opportunities With this outstanding collection of chapters by leading scholars and researchers in the
field, you can develop the knowledge and skills needed to maximize the opportunities that diversity offers while
minimizing its challenges. You'll explore current and emerging research, concepts, debates, and teaching strategies for
educating students from different cultural, racial, ethnic, language, gender, social class, and religious groups.
For undergraduate and graduate courses in Multicultural Education and Cultural Foundations. This well-respected text
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helps students understand pluralism and the complexities of cultural backgrounds and how to use this knowledge
successfully in the classroom. It appropriately describes seven critical microcultures to which students and teachers
belong: class; ethnicity and race; gender; exceptionality; religion; language; and age. These microcultures form the
foundation for understanding pluralism and multicultural education. Although this version has many new additions, the
authors' goal remains the same to help teachers deliver an equitable education for all students.
Multicultural Education of Children and Adolescents explores the foundations of diversity through cultural portraits of
young people from a variety of backgrounds, and provides practical strategies for shaping and implementing a
multicultural curriculum. In Part I, the authors introduce multicultural education as a concept and document the increasing
cultural diversity of the United States. The text describes, in Part II, various cultural groups--including African, American
Indian, and Hispanic cultures--to help pre-service teachers better understand the backgrounds of diverse learners. Part III
focuses on topics that educators should consider when planning and implementing programs that teach acceptance and
respect for cultural diversity. Through this series of applied chapters, teacher candidates will learn to use the most
effective instructional practices with diverse learners, and to work successfully with families, school personnel, and
administrators to implement a multicultural program. Content and features new to the sixth edition include the following
Every chapter opens with a real-life story that introduces the subject matter by showing the ideas in action. Points to
Ponder boxes urge readers to reflect more deeply on information they have just read. Additional Case Studies with
accompanying Questions for Discussion in all chapters enable nuanced consideration of the crucial differences between
culturally specific learning styles. Increased emphasis on Social Justice and White Privilege, including its effects on all
people. Chapter 13 has been significantly revised to include increased and updated information on sexual orientation,
including transgender students. Chapters in Part II now feature further expanded sections on socioeconomic status and
conditions of each ethnic group.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Virtually all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events are included.
Cram101 Textbook Outlines gives all of the outlines, highlights, notes for your textbook with optional online practice tests.
Only Cram101 Outlines are Textbook Specific. Cram101 is NOT the Textbook. Accompanys: 9780521673761
Introduction to Education, Second Edition is written for students beginning their study in education. As the school
population increasingly reflects the diversity of America's population, many prospective teachers, typically from the
middle classes, will be unprepared for the diverse classrooms they will inevitably encounter. This text helps students
prepare to be teachers in a pluralistic society whose classrooms represent an increasingly varied set of cultural histories
and values. Introduction to Education, Second Edition identifies and examines key educational topics and issues: A
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history of Education that goes beyond the standard Puritan background and begins instead with indigenous Americans
and the influence of the Spanish., Surveys of a broad spectrum of children's backgrounds, including experiences with
drugs, poverty, and lack of access to vital cultural currency like the Internet., And provides numerous pedagogical aides:,
Reflective in-text questions that challenge students to think beyond their own cultural backgrounds and to develop an
appreciation for a variety of different cultures, Student Web materials including supplemental readings involving issues in
contemporary American education, in-text case studies, An issues-based guide to websites on hot topics like vouchers
and the No Child Left Behind Act, Instructor's Manual with Test Bank (still under construction
This respected text for courses in Multicultural or Multiethnic Education provides students the tools necessary to teach
effectively in today's diverse classrooms. "Pluralistic" is defined as having multiple aspects or parts. The classroom of
today has students from multiple backgrounds, cultures, and races. Within those differing groups students have their own
individual differences. Their home situations may be very different. They may be from a different social class. Each
teacher also comes to the classroom with their own cultural background and past experiences that will effect how they
will handle different situations. The goal of this book is to help students to apply what they have learned and in turn to
prepare their students to live in our heterogeneous culture. Eight micro-cultures that teachers may encounter in the
classroom are examined in detail: They are: - Ethnicity and race- Class and socioeconomic status- Gender and sexual
orientation- Exceptionality- Language- Religion- Geography- Age Some of the features of the book are the "ABC News
Video Insights" boxes that explore current issues in multicultural education today, "Focus Your Cultural Lens Debates"
that ask the reader to take a position on controversial school issues with for and against statements to consider, and the
"Pause to Reflect" feature which lists questions and activities to promote self-awareness and ownership of past
experiences and how they may affect a teacher in the classroom. The "Critical Incidents" feature gives both real and
hypothetical situations that occur in schools and encourage the reader to examine their feelings about them.
This best-selling text offers a balanced approach to issues as it explores today's multicultural landscape and how to
prepare teachers to use equitable and reflective decision making in their multicultural classrooms. The ninth edition of
Multicultural Education in a Pluralistic Society was designed to introduce prospective teachers to the different cultural
groups to which students and their families belong. In this time of extensive standardized testing, we must remember that
students are the center of teaching. We have to understand and build on their cultures and experiences to help them
learn at the highest levels. In this regard, this book provides background on the diversity of the nation's students,
explores the social and educational issues faced by teachers in diverse classrooms, and guides the reader to think
critically and reflectively about their decisions as a teacher in a multicultural education classroom.
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“Educational trends will change and research agendas will shift, but art teachers in public institutions will still need to
educate all students for multicultural purposes,” argues Chalmers in this fifth volume in the Occasional Papers series.
Chalmers describes how art education programs promote cross-cultural understanding, recognize racial and cultural
diversity, enhance self-esteem in students’ cultural heritage, and address issues of ethnocentrism, stereotyping,
discrimination, and racism. After providing the context for multicultural art education, Chalmers examines the implications
for art education of the broad themes found in art across cultures. Using discipline-based art education as a framework,
he suggests ways to design and implement a curriculum for multicultural art education that will help students find a place
for art in their lives. Art educators will find Celebrating Pluralism invaluable in negotiating the approach to multicultural art
education that makes the most sense to their students and their communities.
Explores a variety of approaches to multicultural education in America, focusing on historical developments, case
studies, and arguments for and against the approaches discussed.
Provides a coherent framework for preparing teachers to work with a diverse student population.
This highly acclaimed text helps future teachers understand the issues of multiculturalism and teaches them how to apply
multicultural teaching methods to create more effective classroom instruction. Looking at the classroom through a nonbiased, non-sexist scope, this text provides specific recommendations to reach all children with equal and effective
methods. The updates in this edition reflect the continually-changing face of today's classrooms, expected to be 30%
culturally diverse by the end of this century.
This volume of essays references traditional and contemporary thought on theory and practice in music education for all
age groups, from the very young to the elderly. The material spans a broad range of subject areas from history and
philosophy to art and music, and addresses issues such as curriculum, pedagogy, assessment and evaluation, as well as
current issues in technology and performance standards. Written by leading researchers and educators from diverse
countries and cultures, this selection of previously published articles, research studies and book chapters is
representative of the most frequently discussed and debated topics in the profession. This volume, which documents the
importance of lifelong learning, is an indispensable reference work for specialists in the field of music education.
This compelling text, originally published in 1991, challenges college student personnel and human development
specialists to initiate cultural pluralism on campus. Dr. Cheatham and thirteen other scholars and practitioners explain
why developing diversity programs is vital to the future of higher education. They provide practical information on how to
design effective programs and assess new and existing strategies that promote cultural pluralism. There are special
chapters on training residence hall staff, confronting racial violence on campus, serving students with disabilities and
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reforming academic standards for student athletes.
Are you prepared to teach in today(TM)s diverse classrooms? The Seventh Edition of this well-respected text now
emphasizes self-reflection and provides real classroom video to help you relate to, understand, and celebrate the seven
cultures, or micro-cultures, that you may encounter in your own future classrooms, including: class, ethnicity and race,
gender, exceptionality, religion, language, and age. SELF-REFLECTION OPPORTUNITIES" " NEW! "Opportunity for
Reflection" Margin Note indicates questions located within the narrative that encourage you to stop and think critically
about chapter content, connect it to your own past experiences or the experiences of others around you, and then
consider what you might do if you were the teacher. "Critical Incidents "feature" "provides you with an opportunity to
examine your feelings, attitudes, and possible actions or reactions to each real-life or hypothetical school or classroom
scenario. "Pause to Reflect" feature includes questions and activities to promote self-awareness and ownership of your
past experiences and how they can influence current and future teaching practice in a diverse classroom. APPLICATION
OPPORTUNITIES NEW! "Portfolio Activities" are linked to INTASC standards and located at the end of every chapter.
These activities encourage you to begin to think reflectively and begin to construct professional portfolio entries. NEW!"
"A"Focus Your Lens: Debate "feature presents a controversial school issue with "for" and "against" statements for your
consideration." " SEEING DIVERISTY IN ACTION - NEW! "Explore Diversity "feature directs you to the interactive
"Exploring Diversity: A Video CaseApproach "CD-ROM and accompanying activity guide that provide examples of
culturally responsive teaching related to chapter content. o Introduces you to what a culturally responsive classroom
looks like, how to plan, teach, and foster a culturally responsive classroom while preparing you to meet the culturally
responsive teaching requirements of the INTASC standards. - "ABC News Video Insights and DVD "includes 5 new
videos for a total of 18. o Introduces you to real life issues that exist in schools today, and provides a synopsis of the
accompanying video segment, along with thought-provoking questions that challenge you to consider the real-life
experiences presented.
NOTE: Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than
Pearson, the access codes for the Enhanced Pearson eText may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously
redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. This access code card provides access to the
Enhanced Pearson eText. This widely popular book provides an up-to-date, unbiased look at today's many different
cultural groups and the importance of building on the cultures and experiences of students to help them achieve optimal
learning. It explores the most current issues related to race, diversity, and equity in society and shows how those issues
are reflected in schools and how they impact students. Future teachers get a sound foundation for understanding
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diversity and using this knowledge effectively in classrooms and schools to help students learn. The authors approach
multicultural education using a broad perspective, using culture as the basis for understanding multicultural education,
and emphasize the importance of an equitable education for all students. The new edition helps readers learn to routinely
use self-reflection to become more effective teachers in classrooms that provide equity for all students; covers up-to-date
new issues in the chapter features; updates all chapters to reflect recent events and research that have impacted the
topics addressed in the book, and updates all tables, figures, and references to reflect the latest data and thinking. The
Enhanced Pearson eText features embedded videos and assessments. Improve mastery and retention with the
Enhanced Pearson eText* This access code card provides access to the new Enhanced Pearson eText, a rich,
interactive learning environment designed to improve student mastery of content. The Enhanced Pearson eText is:
Engaging. The new interactive, multimedia learning features were developed by the authors and other subject-matter
experts to deepen and enrich the learning experience. Convenient. Enjoy instant online access from your computer or
download the Pearson eText App to read on or offline on your iPad® and Android® tablet.* Affordable. Experience the
advantages of the Enhanced Pearson eText for 40-65% less than a print bound book. * The Enhanced eText features are
only available in the Pearson eText format. They are not available in third-party eTexts or downloads. *The Pearson
eText App is available on Google Play and in the App Store. It requires Android OS 3.1-4, a 7" or 10" tablet, or iPad iOS
5.0 or later.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book. This widely popular book provides an up-to-date, unbiased look at today’s
many different cultural groups and the importance of building on the cultures and experiences of students to help them
achieve optimal learning. It explores the most current issues related to race, diversity, and equity in society and shows
how those issues are reflected in schools and how they impact students. Future teachers get a sound foundation for
understanding diversity and using this knowledge effectively in classrooms and schools to help students learn. The
authors approach multicultural education using a broad perspective, using culture as the basis for understanding
multicultural education, and emphasize the importance of an equitable education for all students. The new edition helps
readers learn to routinely use self-reflection to become more effective teachers in classrooms that provide equity for all
students; covers up-to-date new issues in the chapter features; updates all chapters to reflect recent events and research
that have impacted the topics addressed in the book, and updates all tables, figures, and references to reflect the latest
data and thinking.
This access card provides online access to MyLab Education with Pearson eText for Multicultural Education in a
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Pluralistic Society. An up-to-date, balanced examination of the issues of race, diversity, and equity in society, how they
are reflected in schools, and their impact on students. Multicultural Education in a Pluralistic Society provides an up-todate, unbiased look at today's many different cultural groups and the importance of building on the cultures and
experiences of students to help them achieve optimal learning. It explores the most current issues related to race,
diversity, and equity in society and shows how those issues are reflected in schools and how they impact students.
Future teachers get a sound foundation for understanding diversity and using this knowledge effectively in classrooms
and schools to help students learn. The authors approach multicultural education using a broad perspective, using
culture as the basis for understanding multicultural education, and emphasize the importance of an equitable education
for all students. The 11th Edition continues to encourage readers to routinely use self-reflection to become more effective
teachers that provide equity for all students. All chapters have been updated with new issues in the chapter features,
recent events and research that have impacted the topics addressed in the book, and updates all tables, figures, and
references to reflect the latest data and thinking. Personalize learning with MyLab Education MyLab(TM) is the teaching
and learning platform that empowers you to reach every student. By combining trusted author content with digital tools
and a flexible platform, MyLab personalizes the learning experience and improves results for each student. NOTE: You
are purchasing an access card only. Before purchasing, check with your instructor to confirm the correct ISBN. Several
versions of the MyLab(TM) and Mastering(TM) platforms exist for each title, and registrations are not transferable. To
register for and use MyLab or Mastering, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. If purchasing
or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access codes for the MyLab platform may not be included, may be
incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase.
Drama and Diversity offers a pluralistic perspective for the field of educational drama and theatre practice, demonstrating
how we can respectfully work across and between differences such as race, social class, gender, sexual orientation, and
ability. Filled with moments of drama practice to illustrate the ABCs of several areas of difference
This handbook for educators and researchers consists of an unparalleled set of conceptual essays and empirical studies
that advance new perspectives and build empirical ground on multicultural education issues from 10 different selected
societies in Asia Pacific. This unique, edited book will be a solid resource particularly for graduate students, educators,
and researchers involved in multicultural education, given its multiple balances in terms of 1) conceptual essays,
empirical studies, and practical implications; 2) contributions from emerging scholars, established scholars, and leading
scholars in the field; and 3) comprehensive coverage of key subareas in multicultural education. Given the growing need
for in-depth understanding of multicultural education issues in the Asia Pacific region where we have witnessed
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increasing human mobility and interaction across countries and societies, this edited book is the only research-based
handbook entirely focusing on multicultural education in Asia Pacific.
Designed to appeal to all educators, this book was written to help prospective educators address socio-cultural questions, ideas,
issues, and curiosities they encounter in multicultural education.
Organized by the National Association of Multicultural Education (NAME), this volume explores the organic relationship between
the past, present, and future of the discipline. In particular, the book addresses the various forms of recent social upheaval, from
educational inequities and growing economic divides to extreme ideological differences and immigration conflicts. Written by a
group of eminent and emerging scholars, chapters draw lessons from the past two decades and celebrate present
accomplishments in order to ambition a better future through multicultural education.
This book helps teachers explore the origins of differing value structures in safe forums. It uses guided cross-cultural exchanges to
help break down prejudices and foster an appreciation of other cultures and the essence of a common humanity. Acknowledging
the inextricable link between cultural and structural factors in the plight of vulnerable student populations, this work focuses on how
to help counter prevailing disparities in perceptions and expectations within school settings. Designed primarily for teacher
candidates, this book offers educators a forum for recognizing the impact of primary backgrounds in teaching and learning.
Adapting to Cultural Pluralism in Urban Classrooms focuses on four elements in the teaching/learning process: school climate; the
views and expectations of teachers in solidarity with principals and policy makers; teacher interactions with students and parents;
and the centrality of reflection to improve practice. It offers tools to support cultural adaptations that enhance the academic
success of inner-city students served by predominantly white and more privileged teachers.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are
included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780136138990 .
China has been ethnically, linguistically, and religiously diverse. This volume recasts the pedagogical and policy challenges of
minority education in China in the light of the state's efforts to balance unity and diversity. It brings together leading experts
including both critical voices writing from outside China and those working inside China's educational system. The essays explore
different aspects of ethnic minority education in China: the challenges associated with bilingual and trilingual education in Xinjiang
and Tibet; Han Chinese reactions to preferential minority education; the ro.
Now available in paperback, the sixth edition of this definitive text provides students a strong background in the conceptual,
theoretical, and philosophical issues in multicultural education from a leading authority and scholarly leader of the field---James A.
Banks. In the opening chapter author Banks presents his well-known and widely used concept of Dimensions of Multicultural
Education to help build an understanding of how the various components of multicultural education are interrelated. He then
provides an overview on preparing students to function as effective citizens in a global world; discusses the dimensions, history,
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and goals of multicultural education; presents the conceptual, philosophical, and research issues related to education and
diversity; examines the issues involved in curriculum and teaching; looks at gender equity, disability, giftedness, and language
diversity; and focuses on intergroup relations and principles for teaching and learning. This new edition incorporates new
concepts, theories, research, and developments in the field of multicultural education and features: A new Chapter 5, "Increasing
Student Academic Achievement: Paradigms and Explanations" provides important explanations for the achievement gap and
suggests ways that educators can work to close it. A new Chapter 7, "Researching Race, Culture, and Difference," explains the
unique characteristics of multicultural research and how it differs from mainstream research in education and social science. A
new Chapter 14, "Principles for Teaching and Learning in a Multicultural Society" contains research-based guidelines for reforming
teaching and the school in order to increase the academic achievement and social development of students from diverse racial,
ethnic, cultural, language, and gender groups. A new Appendix—"Essential Principles Checklist"—designed to help educators
determine the extent to which practices within their schools, colleges, and universities are consistent with the research-based
findings described in the book.
This collection of essays, first published in 1984, on multicultural education seeks to introduce teachers, teacher educators,
educational administrators, policymakers and others to several of the most significant dimensions of the field. But it also brings out
the complexity of the issues and the dangers of over-simplification, the inadequacies of much of the available data, and the need
for better long-term strategies.

Democratic political systems and the democratic way of life is aspired by most people around the world. Democracy is
considered to be morally superior to other forms of political systems as it aspires to secure civil liberties, human rights,
social justice and equality before the law for everyone regardless of their gender, culture, religion and national origin.
Enshrined in democracy is separation of religion and state, fair and competitive elections of leaders according to a
country’s constitution which in turn is based on democratic ideals. Democracy aspires for people of different
backgrounds to live together with their differences intact, but all contributing towards a better life for all. In today’s
increasingly pluralistic societies many people of different cultural and national backgrounds are brought together. Many
have migrated from countries with autocratic political systems. Some with religions that require them to behave in
different way, others with cultures teaching them values of harmony, collectivism and conformity as opposed to the
culture of their host country emphasizing individualism and cherishing differences. Hence, in multicultural societies
development of pluralistic democracy, a democracy which includes respect for diversity is essential. A truly multicultural
education which is based on the assumption that different cultures will be equally represented in education goes a long
way towards education for democratic citizenship. Such an education would make students aware of issues of human
rights and justice and encourage them to define their own values and ways in which they could contribute to a better
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world. The aim of this volume is to provide a forum for discussion of how multiple social perspectives and personal values
can be brought together on common grounds around matters related to democracy. Contributions from research, and
scholarly theoretical work as well as presentation of existing creative models of democracy education will be included.
Authors from the major democracies will comment on the models and practice of multicultural education in their
respective countries, to facilitate discussion and learning from each others’ experiences.
Multicultural education is a set of strategies and materials in education, developed to assist teachers in promoting
democracy while responding to the many issues created by the rapidly changing demographics of their students.
Multicultural education means to ensure the highest levels of academic achievement for all students: it helps students
develop a positive self-concept by providing knowledge about the histories, cultures, and contributions of diversity
groups. Multicultural Education: From Theory to Practice – which includes the contributions of academics and
researchers from two continents and 14 culturally-challenged countries – aims to provide a platform for multicultural
education researchers to present new research and developments in the area. The contributors to the book approach the
foundations of multicultural education, the political context of multicultural education, classroom practices in multicultural
education, and language education in a multicultural context. This volume will appeal to a wide range of academic
readership, including educators, researchers, social students, teacher trainers, and teachers of all subjects and of all
levels, who wish to develop personally and professionally. It will also be useful to all those who interact, one way or
another, with both students and teachers in a multicultural context.
NOTE: Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than
Pearson, the access codes for the Enhanced Pearson eText may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously
redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. This package includes the Enhanced Pearson eText
and the loose-leaf version. This widely popular book provides an up-to-date, unbiased look at today's many different
cultural groups and the importance of building on the cultures and experiences of students to help them achieve optimal
learning. It explores the most current issues related to race, diversity, and equity in society and shows how those issues
are reflected in schools and how they impact students. Future teachers get a sound foundation for understanding
diversity and using this knowledge effectively in classrooms and schools to help students learn. The authors approach
multicultural education using a broad perspective, using culture as the basis for understanding multicultural education,
and emphasize the importance of an equitable education for all students. The new edition helps readers learn to routinely
use self-reflection to become more effective teachers in classrooms that provide equity for all students; covers up-to-date
new issues in the chapter features; updates all chapters to reflect recent events and research that have impacted the
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topics addressed in the book, and updates all tables, figures, and references to reflect the latest data and thinking. The
Enhanced Pearson eText features embedded videos and assessments. Improve mastery and retention with the
Enhanced Pearson eText* The Enhanced Pearson eText provides a rich, interactive learning environment designed to
improve student mastery of content. The Enhanced Pearson eText is: Engaging. The new interactive, multimedia
learning features were developed by the authors and other subject-matter experts to deepen and enrich the learning
experience. Convenient. Enjoy instant online access from your computer or download the Pearson eText App to read on
or offline on your iPad and Android tablet.* Affordable. Experience the advantages of the Enhanced Pearson eText
along with all the benefits of print for 40% to 50% less than a print bound book. * The Enhanced eText features are only
available in the Pearson eText format. They are not available in third-party eTexts or downloads. *The Pearson eText
App is available on Google Play and in the App Store. It requires Android OS 3.1-4, a 7" or 10" tablet, or iPad iOS 5.0 or
later. 0134054679 / 9780134054674 Multicultural Education in a Pluralistic Society, Enhanced Pearson eText with LooseLeaf Version -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0134054911 / 9780134054919 Multicultural Education in a
Pluralistic Society, Loose-Leaf Version 013405492X / 9780134054926 Multicultural Education in a Pluralistic Society,
Enhanced Pearson eText -- Access Card
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